
Alla Occasional Table

Philippe Starck

Alla is a sculpture, a beautiful decorative object, with a unique
 character and personality. 

The functionality of Alla Occasional Table is very broad since it can be used 
as a sculpture, as a side table or even as a stool. The versatility of use is unique 

being a new design by Philippe Starck where two symmetrical pieces
 of ecological plywood are joined with the traditional “clavet” joint system, 
revived from the Middle Ages, which allows us to obtain a circular design,

 easy to repair and use during its useful life. With a single piece used 
symmetrically and joined with 3 wooden “clavets”, it is possible to create 

a surprising geometry of great visual strength.

Thanks to its different sizes and great versatility, Alla Occasional 
table brings refinement and originality to any environment.

It is a collection of side tables made of oak plywood. It is available
 in two different heights. It works as a multipurpose table for workspaces, 

waiting and lobby areas or residential use. It is a collection designed 
for the circular economy, with a minimal carbon footprint and designed 

so that all components are easily separable and recyclable
 at the end of their useful life.
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ME2695
Occasional table in curved oak plywood . 
Height 395 mm. (15.5 in.) and top surface 

410 x 440 mm (16.25 x 17.50 in.)

ME2696
Occasional table in curved oak plywood . 

Height 460 mm. (18.81 in.) and top surface 
410 x 440 mm. (16.25 x 17.50 in.)

ALLA OCCASIONAL TABLE

Collection of occasional tables in oak plywood board. It is available in 3 
different sizes that fit together. Notable for the constructive solution applied 
to provide more resistance, by means of two solid wood crossbeams that are 

fixed at the outer ends with “clavets”, creating a mechanical fastening without 
the need for any type of accesorie.
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